
EARLY ENGLISH MEASURES in the Neish Collection 

Baluster Measures  
On 29.6.1350, a London pewterer John de Hiltone was charged before the Mayor of London and pleaded guilty 
to making 23 'false potels' not of pewter but lead, which were confiscated and later sold for 19s 8d 24 Edward III 1350. 

Letter-Book F. fol. clxxxv.  We do not know what shape those early measures took, although it is possible they might 
resemble the globular 'half-pottle' example in the Neish collection (#44-428).  This is the earliest known measure 
except for the one from the Mary Rose, and is of considerable importance.   
 

 

The photo to the left shows the two earliest known English pewter 
measures together.  The Mary Rose example has an apparently 
unique plume thumbpiece, and sits on a foot rim with a slightly 
recessed base.  The shape of these 15th and 16th century measures 
resembles contemporary copper-alloy and stoneware jugs. 

 

Pewterers were always reluctant to change their wares for reasons including traditionalism, lack of consumer 
demand, and the cost of replacement bronze moulds.  So, it seems that the design of baluster measures evolved 
very slowly.  Nevertheless, by the later 16th century it seems that the globular and squat forms were followed by 
taller and slimmer versions (some of these have been dated well into the 17th century possibly conjecturally).  
During the first quarter of the 17th century the slim body forms gradually became less slender, and the 
pewterers slowly switched to another squat form.  The squat form is the most commonly encountered, which 
during the 18th century had several London and regional variants.  Lidded baluster measures reigned supreme 
almost until the 18th century by when lidless versions slowly began to appear, initially being produced simply 
by omitting the lid and hinge assembly.  Later, almost all lidless measures were made with specifically cast 
handles.  In terms of body shape, the English baluster measure has had many incarnations, with those of the late 
18th century offering the greatest variety.  
 

The development of the thumbpiece on baluster measures has not been the subject of any authoritative narrative.  
The problem is to agree a dating sequence for these measures, and thereby establish if any succession is 
demonstrated.  Very few of these early measures come from dateable archaeological contexts.  There has been a 
tendency for the evidence to be skewed by collectors allocating earlier rather than later dates to them.  Even 
when a maker's mark is present there is no way to know if the object was made early or late in his career (or by a 
successor using the same mark)  The evidence from so many examples in the Neish Collection, and a few other 
early measures in private collections and museums gives us a better insight.  The likely sequence is that 
hammerhead thumbpieces preceded and outlived the rounded ball versions, of which several variants are 
known with some appearing flattened, or squared, or misshapen.  The size of the hammerhead itself probably 
decreased with time.  These in turn were followed by other variants (the 'bud') from the latter part of the 17th 
century, then the 'double volute' from the second quarter of the 18th century, with regional resurgences of the 
ball thumbpiece.  It is to be lamented that so many authors have described baluster measures lacking a 
thumbpiece but retaining the wedge part of the hinge assembly as 'wedge' balusters - there is no such type.     



     

     

   

 

 

 

 

     

Capacity Standards 
A consistent and ever growing demand for pewter vessels came from the 'licensed trade', and constituted a 
significant part of the pewterers' commerce from early times.  The national importance of having accurate trade 
weights and measures meant that pewter measures were always subject to greater scrutiny and frequent 
legislation.  Government, local authorities, and the pewterers' and hammermen's guilds all played a part in 
ensuring that no 'short' measures were used to retail wine, ale and beer.  The guilds often petitioned 
Government (largely unsuccessfully) to legislate that only pewter vessels were used in the licensed trade.  In 
1411, the Lord Mayor of London issued an edict requiring that ale should be sold only in pewter measures.  
About then there was also a requirement that ale and wine measures should be 'sealed', which means verified 
and stamped to show they conformed to the legal capacities.   
Scientific analyses of the alloys used for early baluster measures shows the composition varied little from the 
15th to late 16th centuries being about 72% tin, 24% lead, 4% copper with traces of antimony and bismuth.  The 
alloy then gradually deteriorated through the 17th century with higher lead levels.  Eventually, in the later 18th 
century, the Pewterers' Company stipulated that wine measures be made henceforth from ‘trifling’ alloy.  
Weinstein (2011) suggests that 'trifle' is a copper hardened ‘intermediate’ alloy falling between ‘fine’ and ‘lay’ 
metals.   



 

 
 

428.  A half-pottle English pewter* baluster measure c1450-1500#.  
This one, and the example recovered from the Mary Rose, Henry 
VIII's flagship are the earliest known English baluster measures.  
No maker's mark, although the base has inset a welded-in 
medallion (showing a heart in a decorative surround?)  The primary 
purpose of these medallions was to plug the hole needed to turn the 
item on the lathe.  Probably later they were cast decorated using 
iconography appropriate to the period, and later with owners’ or 
‘house marks’.  The globular body has a pronounced outward 
inclination to the upper part with an angled collar below the rim, 
and slightly flared out hollow foot.  The flat thick lid has heavy 
turning lines on top, an inner 'anti-wobble' flange and a housemark 
of a twin-headed eagle.  The hinge assembly of the heavily cast 
strap handle comprises a hammerhead thumbpiece and wedge 
shaped extension.  Lower attachment point of handle directly 
against body.  In excavated condition, with extensive nature's 
gilding.  3⅚" (98mm) rim, and 4⅙" (106mm) base diameters.  8¼" 
(210mm) tall, and 7⅛" (181mm) to rim.  1.81 kg weight.   
#Dated by the Museum of London from the strata of the River Thames mud 
where it was found in 1975.  *Analysis of the alloy shows the composition 
to be tin 71.4%, lead 25.7%, copper 2.69%, 0.13% bismuth, 0.02% antimony, 
which is English lay metal.  Illustrated and discussed by Neish in Journal of 
the Pewter Society Spring 1987 p33-34; and in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 
9 5/1988 p142-143.  Illustrated p14 An Introduction to British Pewter 1997.  
Illustrated and discussed by Homer in Journal of the Pewter Society 
Autumn 1999 p13.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The 
Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.  

 

 

 

 

 

1119.  A pint English pewter* baluster measure c1520-1550.  A 
probable maker's or house mark on the lid.  The circular beaded 
edge mark is initialled AFF and shows a lion rampant with a 
scrolling tail holding the top of an anchor.  The base has inset a 
welded-in medallion showing a stag regardant in woodland.  The 
squat baluster body with an almost invisible collar has a smooth 
transition to the foot.  The flat thick lid has a single reeded edge, 
and an inner 'anti-wobble' flange.  The hinge assembly of the 
heavily cast strap handle comprises a hammerhead thumbpiece and 
wedge shaped extension.  Lower attachment point of handle 
directly against body.  In excavated condition, with extensive 
nature's gilding.  17 fl oz capacity.  2⅞" (74mm) rim, and 3⅛" 
(79mm) base diameters.  6⅞" (175mm) tall, and 5¾" (146mm) to rim.  
860g weight.  Found at Brooks' Wharf, River Thames foreshore.  
Bought 24 November 1998 as Lot 455 at Sotheby's.   
#A similar stag medallion was found on a chamber pot from Baconsthorpe 
Castle, Norfolk, and another in the base of a pear shaped flagon from a 
Somerset church flagon Homer Journal of the Pewter Society Spring 1995, p19-22.  *Analysis of 
the alloy shows the composition to be tin 72.4%, lead 22.0%, copper 4.85%, 
which is English lay metal.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) 
in The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700. 

Shown below is the first of a unique composite set of early baluster measures formerly in the collection of the 
late Richard Mundey (item numbers 860-: 420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427 & 428). 



 

 

 

 

 

860-423.  A pint English pewter* baluster measure by John Curtis of 
London c1570-90, his touchmark of a Lorraine Cross with initials IC 
in a heart on the rim.  The elongated baluster body with a clearly 
perceptible collar with three incised lines below the rim has a 
smooth transition to the foot.  The body appears relatively tall and 
slim.  The almost flat lid has three concentric incised lines, and a 
central housemark with the tavern keeper's initials IC, and an inner 
'anti-wobble' flange.  The hinge assembly of the cast strap handle 
comprising a hammerhead thumbpiece and wedge shaped 
extension.  The handle continues beyond the lower attachment 
point that joins directly to the body.  In excavated condition, with 
nature's gilding.  17 fl oz capacity.  7⅞" (200mm) tall, and 6¾" 
(171mm) to rim.  3½" (89mm) base diameter.   
*Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 68.7%, lead 29.6%, 
copper 1.5%, 0.16% bismuth, which is English lay metal.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey whose collection label is under the 
base.  Exhibited as item 20, and illustrated in the catalogue of the 1969 
Reading Exhibition of British Pewterware through the Ages.  Exhibited at 
Worthing Art Gallery 1971.  Cover photo Journal of the Pewter Society 
Spring 1986 where incorrectly described as by Thomas Curtis.  Illustrated 
and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in 
England 1200-1700.   



 

     

 

 

 

 

860-421.  A quart English pewter* slim baluster wine measure by an 
unidentified maker (?) (?B) his initialled mark in a beaded circle to 
the right of the handle c1550-80.  The base has inset a welded-in 
medallion with a five-pointed mullet in relief.  The slim baluster 
body with a deep collar has a smooth transition to the foot.  The 
plain flat lid with a probable housemark of a bell flanked by the 
initials RC, and a thickened 'keeper' area underneath to ensure the 
lid sits snugly in the rim.  The hinge assembly of the cast strap 
handle comprising a hammerhead thumbpiece and wedge shaped 
extension.  The handle continues beyond the lower attachment 
point that joins directly to the body.  30 fl oz capacity.  10⅛" 
(258mm) tall, and 8¾" (222mm) to rim.  3⅓" (85mm) base diameter.   
*Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 73.1%, lead 24.8%, 
copper 0.14%, 0.02% bismuth, which is English lay metal.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey whose collection label is under the 
lid.  Illustrated by Michaelis in British Pewter 1969 p18 (right) and p79 
(left).  Exhibited as item 19, and illustrated in the catalogue of the 1969 
Reading Exhibition of British Pewterware through the Ages.  Exhibited at 
Worthing Art Gallery 1971.  Illustrated and discussed by Peal at Fig 22 
British Pewter and Britannia Metal for Pleasure and Investment 1971.  
Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The Archaeology of 
Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700. 

 

 
 

632.  A pint English pewter baluster measure c1590-1630.  No 
maker's mark, although there is an impressed circular mark (not a 
medallion) inside the base, the details of which are unclear.  The 
slender baluster body with a deep collar has a smooth transition to 
the foot.  The flat lid with two concentric incised lines, and an inner 
'anti-wobble' flange.  The hinge assembly of the cast strap handle 
comprising a hammerhead thumbpiece and wedge shaped 
extension.  The handle continues beyond the lower attachment 
point, which is directly against body, and ends in a squared off 
terminal.  2⅝" (67mm) rim, and 3" (78mm) base diameters.  7½" 
(192mm) tall, and 6⅓" (161mm) to rim.  750g weight.  Bought 5 June 
1989 at Sotheby's. 

 

 

 

 

860-424.  A pint English pewter baluster measure by an unidentified 
maker his touchmark dated 1616 over a T and (?) on the rim.  The 
only candidate from London who opened shop during 1616 is 
Thomas Hatch 1612Y.  The less slender baluster body with a deep 
collar has a smooth transition to the foot.  The flat lid with five 
housemarks each with the tavern keeper's initials RP flanking a 
cockerel.  The lid has two concentric incised lines to the centre, a 
single line to the outer edge, and an inner 'anti-wobble' flange to 
ensure the lid sits snugly in the rim.  The hinge assembly of the cast 
strap handle comprising a hammerhead thumbpiece and wedge 
shaped extension.  The handle continues beyond the lower 
attachment point, which is directly against body, and ends in a 
squared off terminal.  7⅛" (181mm) tall, and 6" (152mm) to rim.  3" 
(78mm) base diameter.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey. 



 

 

 

 

860-420.  A half-gallon (also known as a pottle) English pewter* 
baluster measure c1570-1610.  By an unidentified maker (?)S his 
mark on the rim to the right of handle, which has also been noted 
on two James I flagons.  Ownership triad of initials W over WD to 
the lid.  The slim baluster body with a deep collar has a smooth 
transition to the foot.  The flat lid with two concentric incised lines 
to the centre, a single line to the outer edge, and a thickened 
'keeper' area underneath to ensure the lid sits snugly in the rim.  
The hinge assembly of the cast strap handle comprising a 
hammerhead thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  The 
handle continues beyond the lower attachment point that joins 
directly to the body.  69 fl oz capacity.  12⅛" (308mm) tall, and 10¼" 
(260mm) to rim.  4¾" (120mm) base diameter.  2.95kg weight.   
*Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 69.0%, lead 26.4%, 
copper 2.33%, 0.13% bismuth, which is English lay metal.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey whose collection label is under the 
lid.  Illustrated by Michaelis in British Pewter 1969 p79 right.  Exhibited as 
item 18, and illustrated in the catalogue of the 1969 Reading Exhibition of 
British Pewterware through the Ages.  Exhibited at Worthing Art Gallery 
1971.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The Archaeology of 
Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700. 

 

 

 

 

860-422.  A quart English pewter* baluster measure by IB his 
touchmark of an initialled harp in a beaded circle under the base 
c1560-1610.  The slim baluster body with a deep collar has a smooth 
transition to the foot, and two RA marks on the collar of the rim.  
The flat lid with two concentric incised lines one centrally, another 
to the outer edge, and six housemarks with the tavern keeper's 
initials RA and an indistinct device.  The lid has a keeper ring 
underneath to prevent it moving laterally in the neck of the body.  
The hinge assembly of the strap handle comprising a misshapen 
ball# thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  Lower attachment 
point of handle directly against body.  32 fl oz capacity.  9" (228mm) 
tall, and 7¾" (197mm) to rim.  3½" (89mm) base diameter.   
*Analysis of the alloy shows the composition to be tin 75.1%, lead 23.6%, 
copper 1.1%, 0.10% bismuth, which is English lay metal.  #A pint  example 
by the same maker in the collection of the Worshipful Company of 
Pewterers has the same form of ball, and shallow wedge lid extension.  
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey whose collection 
label is under the base.  Illustrated by Michaelis in British Pewter 1969 p78.  
Exhibited as item 20, and illustrated in the catalogue of the 1969 Reading 
Exhibition of British Pewterware through the Ages.  Exhibited at Worthing 
Art Gallery 1971.  Illustrated and discussed by Weinstein (2011) in The 
Archaeology of Pewter Vessels in England 1200-1700.    



 

 

 

581.  A pint English pewter baluster measure by RW his mark in a 
heart shaped outline to the back of the handle c1560-1600.  A 
possible candidate is Robert West 1543Y of London, a holloware 
maker whose notorious behaviour led him to be punished by the 
Worshipful Company on several occasions.  Ownership initials IK 
1735 added later to the lid.  The slim baluster body with two incised 
lines just below the rim, and a pronounced shallow foot.  The plain 
flat lid with a keeper ring underneath to prevent the lid moving 
laterally in the neck of the body.  The hinge assembly of the handle 
comprising a ball thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  The 
strap handle continues beyond the lower attachment point, which is 
directly against body, and ends in a short rounded terminal.  
Capacity 17 fl oz.  2½" (65mm) rim, and 2⅚" (72mm) base 
diameters.  7⅘" (198mm) tall, and 6⅗" (168mm) to rim.  875g 
weight.  Bought September 1987 from M Kashden.  

      

 

 

 

860-425.  A half-pint English pewter baluster measure c1560-1600.  
No maker's mark.  Probably engraved later with an armorial crest 
depicting a heron or a stork surrounded by Stuart mantling.  The 
slim baluster body with two incised lines just below the rim, and a 
pronounced shallow foot.  The flat lid with two concentric incised 
lines one nearer the centre and the other at the edge, with a keeper 
ring underneath to prevent the lid moving laterally in the neck of 
the body.  The hinge assembly of the handle comprising a ball 
thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  The strap handle 
continues beyond the lower attachment point, which has a very 
short strut, and ends in a short squared off terminal.  Capacity 8½ fl 
oz.  5⅞" (150mm) tall, and 5⅛" (131) to rim.  2⅛" (54mm) base 
diameter.  400g weight.   
Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey whose collection 
label is under the lid.  Illustrated by Michaelis in British Pewter 1969 p78 
(left).  Exhibited as item 21, and illustrated in the catalogue of the 1969 
Reading Exhibition of British Pewterware through the Ages.  Exhibited at 
Worthing Art Gallery 1971.           

 

 

 

275.  A gill English pewter baluster measure by IM his initialled 
mark dated 1662 of an anchor in a beaded circle struck on the lid.  
Ownership initials ERE in a triad.  The slender baluster body has a 
deep collar with a pair of incised lines just below the rim, two 
further pairs at mid body, and an everted foot*.  The flat lid with 
two concentric incised lines one nearer the centre and the other at 
the edge, with a keeper ring underneath to prevent the lid moving 
laterally in the neck of the body.  The hinge assembly of the handle 
comprising a ball thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  The 
strap handle continues beyond the lower attachment point, which 
has a vestigial strut, and ends in a short squared off terminal.  In 
excavated condition, with extensive nature's gilding.  Capacity 4 fl 
oz.  1⅞" (48mm) rim, and 2⅙" (55mm) base diameters.  4" (101mm) 
tall, and 3⅜" (86mm) to rim.  175g weight.  Bought 6 October 1981 at 
Sotheby's.  
*The foot of the body is wider and more flattened than it should be because 
the body has been pushed down during its life.  Illustrated and discussed 
by Peal at Plate 12 British Pewter and Britannia Metal for Pleasure and 



Investment 1971. 

 

  

 

428.  A half-gill English pewter baluster measure by Edward Quick 
of London 1714-56 his touchmark on the rim to the right of the 
handle.  Scratch engraved THAME 1907 under the base.  The squat 
and plain baluster body has a deep collar and slightly everted foot.  
The flat lid has two concentric incised lines one centrally, and 
another to the outer edge.  The hinge assembly of the strap handle 
comprises a ball thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  The 
lower attachment point of the handle has a short strut.  1½" (38mm) 
base diameter.  3⅙" (81mm) tall, and 2½" (64mm) to rim.  125g 
weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late Richard Mundey who 
bought it in November 1980 at Sotheby's. 

 

 

 

 

 
     

860-426.  A half-pint English pewter baluster measure by IH his 
touchmark on the lid within a single incised line c1700-30.  The 
mark in a heart shaped outline is probably that of a Wigan 
pewterer, and the most likely candidate is John Hardman 1693-
1743.  The slender baluster body with a deep collar has four incised 
lines below the lower handle attachment, and an everted foot.  The 
slightly domed lid has a single central incised line, and a keeper 
ring underneath to prevent the lid moving laterally in the neck of 
the body.  The hinge assembly of the handle comprising a ball 
thumbpiece and wedge shaped extension.  The strap handle 
continues beyond the lower attachment point, which has a vestigial 
strut, and ends in a short squared off terminal.  2⅛" (55mm) rim, 
and 2⅖" (62mm) base diameters.  5⅛" (130mm) tall, and 4¼" 
(108mm) to rim.  350g weight.  Formerly in the collection of the late 
Richard Mundey whose collection label is under the lid.   

 

 
 

   
 

860-427.  A gill English pewter baluster measure by IH his 
touchmark on the lid within a single incised line c1710-30.  The 
mark in a heart shaped outline is probably that of a Wigan (or 
York?) pewterer.  Ownership initials DF engraved on the body.  The 
slender baluster body with a deep collar has two incised lines just 
below the lower handle attachment, and a slightly everted foot.  The 
slightly domed lid has two concentric incised lines one centrally, 
and another to the outer edge, and a keeper ring underneath to 
prevent the lid moving laterally in the neck of the body.  The hinge 
assembly of the handle comprising a ball thumbpiece and pointed 
wedge shaped extension.  The strap handle continues beyond the 
lower attachment point, which has a vestigial strut, and ends in a 
short squared off terminal.  2" (50mm) base diameter.  4" (104mm) 
tall, and 3⅜" (85mm) to rim.  200g weight.  Formerly in the 
collection of the late Richard Mundey.   



 

 

 

 

491.  A pint English pewter baluster measure by Anthony Warters 
of London 1685-c1725 his touchmark on the rim.  An hR verification 
mark also struck on the rim.  The squat and plain baluster body has 
a deep collar and everted foot.  The flat lid has two concentric 
incised lines one centrally, and another to the outer edge.  The 
hinge assembly of the strap handle comprising a bud thumbpiece 
and pointed stepped extension.  The lower attachment point of the 
handle has a short strut.  Capacity 18½ fl oz.  3⅜" (86mm) rim, and 
3⅓" (85mm) base diameters.  6¾" (171mm) tall, and 5½" (139mm) to 
rim.  Bought March 1986 from A Bartram. 

 

 2.  A quart English pewter baluster measure c1725-50.  No maker's 
mark.  The baluster body has a deep collar and everted foot.  The 
flat lid has two concentric incised lines.  The hinge assembly of the 
strap handle comprising a bud thumbpiece and pointed stepped 
extension.  The lower attachment point of the handle has a short 
strut, and a spade terminal.  7" (178mm) tall.  Bought December 
1980 at Phillips.  
 

   

 
 
 

900.  A half-gill English pewter beaker measure c1590-1620.  The 
unidentified maker's touchmark of a crowned rose struck centrally 
under the base.  The tapering body with three bands of cast 
decoration, with turning lines under the base.  The upper and lower 
bands with a running vine pattern, and the central band with 
roundels and pellets in a classical style.  Capacity one Ale half-gill.  
2" (50mm) tall.  Found on the River Thames foreshore.  Bought June 
1996. 

 

972.  An English pewter apothecary measure c1620-50.  No maker's 
mark, but the form of another example by Leonard Shaw of London 
c1645-65 in the collection of the Museum of London suggests this 
one is earlier.  The conical bowls have an incised line below the rim.  
The measure gives two capacities, the larger bowl holding twice 
that of the smaller one.  Larger sizes were used as spirit measures in 
hostelries, while smaller ones like this are thought to have been 
used by apothecaries.  1⅞" (49mm) tall.  60g weight. 

 

 465.  A gill English pewter lidless baluster measure c1780-1820.  No 
maker's mark.  The rounded baluster body has two pairs of incised 
lines, and an everted foot.  The handle with a hooded ball terminal 
has a modified hinge assembly to make the measure lidless, and is 
from the double-volute series, with a lozenge shaped escutcheon at 
the lower attachment point of the handle.  No dimensions recorded. 



 

 257.  A gill English pewter lidless baluster measure c1780-1810.  No 
maker's mark, but this form is unique to Wigan where two distinct 
series of smaller measures of this form were made.  The slender 
baluster body with a deep collar has three pairs of incised lines, and 
a smooth transition to the foot.  The hollow cast handle with 
tongued thumbrest and obliquely cut off terminal continues beyond 
the lower attachment point, which is directly against the body.  
Capacity 4 fl oz.  1¾" (45mm) rim, and 1⅞" (48mm) base diameters.  
3⅖" (94mm) tall.  Bought 6 October 1981 at Sotheby's.   
Illustrated and discussed by Neish in the Bulletin of the PCCA Vol 9 
12/1989 Fig 3 p244-248 where he incorrectly describes it as a lidless 
Aberdeen measure.   

 

 

Mark of John Coursey I 1663-86 but which object does it come 
from? 

 

 


